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Publication of Fraser Valley Astrological Guild

The Guild News
We meet at 201-320 Columbia Street, New Westminster, BC
We meet on the second Thursday of each month (upcoming schedule on back page)
September to June (Summer break July-August)
We host monthly talks and periodic workshops
Our talks begin at 7:30 PM, doors open at 7:00 PM
We meet for dinner at 5 PM before the talk at Stefanos’, please join us

www.astrologyguild.com

Thursday Talk September 11, 2014 7:30PM with Andrew Morton
“Up Close and Personal”
Andrew Morton is an Astrologer from the United
Kingdom. He is a former Vice-President of the Astrological Lodge of London and has spoken and
taught on a number of subjects, including various
classes, workshops and lectures on both Astrological & closely related Astronomical topics and techniques in the UK, Europe, and in North America.
Andrew is the founding organizer of the Astrological Lodge of London’s “Astrology and Healing”
seminar, an annual event celebrating its 10th Anniversary in 2014.
Website www.astroquo.com
Email: andrew@astroquo.com

The Inner Solar System of: Sun, Mercury, Venus,
Earth/Moon and Mars, deﬁnes much of our
unique individuality in a horoscope. This talk
closely examines those most personal of “celestial
bodies” and how their positions and inter- relationships in the “heavens above” at that moment
in time of our incarnation is represented in a
Birth Chart.
We explore our Solar System, the particular characteristics of each of the personal planets in their
unfolding cycles, and how these translate into
what is embraced by individual charts and plays
out through lives on planet Earth. How faithful
are we to our essential selves?

More details about the Workshops with Andrew September 13, 2014 & with Phyllis October 11, 2014
See page 2, flyers for both events available on our website.

Thursday October 9 , 2014 7:30 PM Phyllis Chubb
Discover Your Soul’s Mission
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The desire to understand the human mind and soul has been the motivating passion of my life. The constant thirsting has led down many paths of
study, some ancient, some academic and some generally not understood
in Western society. Today my joy is found in teaching, writing, lecturing,
and workshops focusing on consciousness and individual awareness. It is
my pleasure to share what I have learned with anyone willing to listen, to
look within and take charge of their life. For more biographical information and to read her articles and more visit www.phyllischubb.com
Discover Your Soul’s mission and what your soul is asking of you. Greater
clarity of your purpose empowers life decisions. The discovery is simple the application is up to
you. Information and techniques from all systems tend to get mixed and matched. A technique looking an array of signiﬁcators unique to an individual’s chart, is called the Charakarakas. The ﬁrst one
of these is called the Atmakaraka and refers to the soul and its needs and challenges. Other karakas
refer to children, parents, spouse, and family members. The method of ﬁnding these signiﬁcators is
consistent within any system. What the Charakarakas represent and mean will be discussed along
with the rules to apply them to a Tropical chart.
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WORKSHOPS

“Beyond the Naked Eye”
with Andrew Morton
Saturday September 13, 2014
“Harmonic Astrology” – an integrated approach to aspects
and aspect patterns in Natal Chart interpretation, using an
extended aspect set combining the Ptolemaic with the socalled ‘minor’ aspects, reveals a hitherto unseen world contained within, more complex, more comprehensive.
The Ptolemaic aspects with which we are most familiar
(sextile 60°, square 90°, trine 120°and opposition 180°, plus
the conjunction 0°), are themselves derived from the ability
to fairly straightforwardly measure the angular relationships
between visible planets and points in the heavens through
the sometimes rudimentary astronomical techniques that
our ancestors employed.
To move beyond the rationale of our naked eyes and the
principles of “seeing is believing” and to integrate those
aspects that are less readily visible, such as the Quintile,
Septile, Semi-Square, Novile and so on, with the classical
visible aspects of our inheritance, enables a more complete
perspective on what is enshrined in a horoscope. What innate truths, inner motivations, talents and potentials might
be lying there?
We explore the angular relationships between the celestial
bodies of the solar system, both seen and unseen, through
the integrated use of both conventional and “Harmonic”
techniques to provide an illuminating “Harmonic Astrology” approach to the interpretation of Natal Charts.

Cycles of Consciousness
Saturday October 11, starting at 10:30 AM and continuing until
about 4:30 PM
Ancient wisdom teachings, from all cultures, have repeatedly
emphasized the importance of looking within one’s self to ﬁnd
truth and the ability to direct one’s consciousness. Acknowledging the importance of consciousness is one thing, the problem is
remembering to use it. This workshop is about working With
Cycles of Thought and Actions
The ancients emphasized the importance of consciously directing our thoughts, as thought are directly linked to our actions.
The prime motivator contributing to thoughts has been deﬁned
as the Moon. Each person experiences the energy received from
the Moon in a different way. Learn how you experience lunar
energy. Learn what you can do to ensure the minimum number
of impulsive actions that can upset your life. Learn to recognize
the high times and what to do about the low times.
Workshop attendees are encouraged to send their birth charts to
Phyllis prior to the event. All data can be sent
to: Phyllis@phyllischubb.com

Workshop hosted by Anne Massey at her residence or associated common room.

Cost $45 for the all-day Saturday, hands on, intimate workshop, bring your lunch; we will offer coffee, tea and cookies.

To register contact Anne via email at anne@annemassey.ca

Quick Update on the Education Committee
We received very supportive feedback on our questionnaire
about forming an Education Committee and setting up a mentor program. Everyone who voted was in favour of it.

We also discover how compelling these can be in the partnering of one person with another, in uncovering the often
unrecognised undercurrents in relationships and interactions
between people.

Several members offered to become a mentor, and a many
more wished to have a mentor. Because the survey was completely anonymous, we do need those who stated they would
like to mentor and to be mentored contact the guild at astroguild@gmail.com.

Sign up online, the ﬂyer for the event and PayPal option on
our website. You can also sign up at the meeting on Thursday. Cost for members $80, Senior members $60 and nonmembers $100

If you would like to volunteer to serve on the Committee
please contact the Guild via email, so that we can create the
best possible committee to work on the goals and vision, and
begin setting up the program with resources for those who
wish to participate.

A forum for learning &
networking since 1991

Once the Chair for the Education Committee is in place those
of our members who wish to participate on the committee or
serve as a mentor will be contacted by the Chair. Our goal is
to create an education program that is inline with the needs
and wants of our members.
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FROM OUR VP REBECCA GARCIA
I attended the Northwest Astrological (NORWAC) Conference last May 22-26, 2014 in Seattle, Washington. It’s my
second time at this conference and it's one of the best... Everyone is very kind and friendly.
It was a great conference, with GREAT SPEAKERS (Dr. Bernadette Bradey (from UK), Darrelyn Gunzburg, Lynn Bell,
Lee Lehman, Rob Hand, Demetra George, Chris Brennan,
Philip Sedgwick, Laura Nalbandian, Patricia Walsh, Mark
Jones, Maurice Fernandez, Jeff Jawer, Rick Levene, Aleksander Imsiragic, Lesley Francis and many more… I ﬁnally
met Bernadette Brady (see [photo), one of my favourites… I
love reading her books. I asked her to sign all the books that
I bought in which she is the author...Bernadette is an amazing lecturer/speaker/Professional Astrologer…
I really love astrology conferences and I wish I could go to
more of them. Well, of course, the primary criteria I consider
in determining whether to attend or not are topics, speakers,
location, and cost.
By attending the NORWAC Conference, I was able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

take classes on different astrological subjects;
learn several techniques I can use;
meet professional astrologers who’ve books I’ve read;
meet fellow members of FVAG;
network in person with other Astrologers;
spend time with other Astrologers in a social setting; we
had party (dancing) after the conference;
7. take pictures with some very good speakers, whom I really
admire…
8. mingle with speakers and ﬁrst timers during a yummy
lunch or dinner meal and had conversation and bonding;
and
9. buy jewellery (real gems) and more astrology
books.
Indeed, attending Astrology Conferences will help you
mold your way of becoming a very good Professional
Astrologer, one way or another...I am looking forward
to attending the next NORWAC Conference next
year! It’s an OPPORTUNITY!
For those of you who have not attended an Astrology
Conference yet, NORWAC is highly recommended!
Blessings!
Rebecca Garcia
FVAG, VP
rebecca.garcia@shaw.ca
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LEO ASTROSTORY
by Janice Brown

Ranging from ‘the voice of authority’ to outright power madness,
this brand of cat loves the spotlight and rarely disappoints. A Leo
needs to produce, and creativity of all kinds pours out. If they are
not actually performing, they will gladly ﬁll you in on their plans.
They need appreciation for their effort. A great pride lives in Leos.
They do their best, as they see it, in every situation. Lady Luck
seems to bail them out at every tight corner. In love (and this especially includes their children), their need to dominate, and their
frank, outspoken nature can overshadow their good hearts and
generous spirit. Their freely given time, money and knowledge can
be forgotten as they issue edicts from the throne. Love this mate
for what they do—not the tone of what they say—to bask in the
warmth and light and protection of true love. Never deny them
dignity and, oh yes, for goodness sake, applaud the sexual drama
as best ever. LEO loves to top its own performance!

Our Leo Heroine

Breathless

Janice is a professional astrologer, whose
columns appeared in Shared Vision Magazine, Vancouver Courier, Romance
Writers of America’s newsletter, and
various American publications. She also
wrote a series of short stories to demonstrate the likely characteristics of the
12 Zodiac Signs. Each sign has adventurers and slackers, heroes and villains:
men, women, and children, acting out astrology’s urges or
giving their urges a second thought.
Visit her website: www.janicebrown.ca
Janice currently co-writes ‘AstroInsight’ weekly tweets
with Anne Massey. You can read these on her website and
by following her on twitter
AstroJanice

www.facebook.com/astroinsight

There were so many urgent issues and decisions to consider in this ﬁfteen minutes on the road that drifting into
romantic speculation was not on the program. Besides,
romantic relationships were a disaster for her. Judith knew
she burned brightly and drew attention to the force of her
personality. She dressed to professional perfection and,
although she felt a bit too tall, too thin for her liking, it

Judith closed her briefcase with a decisive snap and lowered its
considerable weight to the ﬂoor beside her new mahogany desk.
Of course, she would attend the hospital committee meeting. The
National Sales Leader of Home World Real Estate had gotten
where she was by attending to duty. Nothing had changed.
“Let’s conﬁrm tomorrow’s schedule before I go” she called to her
assistant, Sandi. The young woman sprang into her ofﬁce, DayTimer poised and smiling broadly.
“You got it, boss,” Sandi chirped, and Judith marvelled at her 6:30
pm freshness. It had been a great move to hire that babysitter to
relieve Sandi of household drudgery. She was free now to enjoy
her job and her kids when she got back home.
Judith returned the smile and together they conﬁrmed the next
arduous, fully booked day. Precision was paramount to preserve
Judith’s position, and not let her charity obligations slacken. Besides being good for the heart, public service also fed the business
and there were 135 souls under her wings now, all depending on
her leadership.
At exactly 6:55, Judith slickly maneuvered her sports car through
the evening trafﬁc. It was almost distraction enough, but not quite.
An unbidden thought, (successfully pushed aside for days), leaped
full-blown into her mind’s eye. It was a face. The handsome male
face, with faintly mocking eyes, she might see again tonight at St.
Jude’s Children’s Hospital board meeting. She changed gears with
more energy than necessary hoping to grind away the strange soft
excitement.

did not stop a steady stream of weak-willed men, drawn
to her ﬂame, eager to lean on her strength. All too soon,
they whined she had no time for them. Only her love of
opera and theatre (and her seat on the board) caused her
to accept dates with escorts and accept the inevitable disappointment.
The hospital committee meeting had full attendance. Not
surprising. There was genuine fear over the next ﬁscal
funding and every department was hurting.
Involuntarily, she searched the tables for that face and felt
a lonely emptiness when he was not there. “Snap out of it,
girl,” she chided herself and resolved to focus completely
on the business-at-hand.
An hour slid by, in heated debate, before a voice loudly
requested the Chief of Surgery’s opinion. Judith was
about to say that unfortunately, the Chief was not in at-

tendance, but as she looked up from her notes she realized that all
heads had turned in one direction. Her gaze followed, to ﬁnd the
man’s eyes locked only on hers.
So, that’s who he was! Suddenly her sweater was too warm, the
room was airless and she needed a sip of water badly, but moving
was impossible. She tore her gaze away and stared at her notes,
seeing nothing but listening intently.
His arguments were sound; the suggestions put forth with logic
and humour. The general tension in the room eased for all but Judith. Strung like a wire and feeling as unstable as a novice tightrope walker, she began organizing her papers as the meeting broke
up.
A glance towards the engaging face found the man in motion and
coming her way. Dignity won out over panic and as she took his
hand for a formal greeting, he pulled her gently towards him and
told her, quietly, “I adore successful women and I am not looking
for another mother.” His mischievous smile belied the insight of
his words.
He squeezed her hand reassuringly and continued, “See you at the
next meeting. Perhaps we can schedule a coffee afterwards?”
He was gone before she could either breathe or reply.

Classes this Autumn

S

ukhwinder Gadey, will be offering Level One Beginners
Astrologer Classes at 1111 Austin Road in Coquitlam
above Reﬂections Book Store. Classes will be held on
four consecutive Sundays starting on Sunday September 21 2014.
The courses are broken up into 3 sections of 4 classes. During
Level One Part 1 classes you will be introduced to the 12 Zodiac
Signs, The 10 Planets, The 12 Houses, and the four Quadrants of
the Chart.
Soul's Investment: Register and pre-pay before Sept 16 for $100
or after for $125. Pre-pay by sending an E-transfer to
skgadey@.gmail.com For Further information please call Sukhwinder @ 778.322.8476

T

haya Edwards is teaching a course Astrology of Relationships in Langley. 3 sessions; Wednesdays; Oct 22 –
Nov 5; 7 PM – 9:30 PM; $99.99.

We are all looking for love, aren’t we? And all of us understand
love in different ways. So much trouble comes from the fact that
our partner fails to meet our expectations. This astrological course
will help you to understand and appreciate people’s differences,
not just those of lovers but also of relatives. The course will cover
Zodiac signs, planets and elements from a relationships point of
view, and will help you in understanding why we are who we are.
Past participants have found this class very helpful for understanding themselves and others better, and for enhancing their ability
to build a harmonious relationship.
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In addition to the course content, every participant will receive
a personal natal chart. For registration please contact Fraser
Valley Continuing Education at 604-533-4227 or 604-8564447.

A
F

nne Massey is teaching a 10-week course online on
the foundations of astrology. Ten Tuesday evenings
beginning September 9, 2014 at 5:30 PM PDT. A
book is recommended for additional study. Cost of the course
$225.
orecasting techniques course online with Anne Massey.. Two Saturday seminars and four Wednesday
evening sessions. Prerequisite Level 1 or equivalent—naturally the more you know the more you will learn.
Cost of the course $185.00.
Video of each session available to students; lots of handouts;
interactive format & small class size is ideal for learning in a
virtual classroom. Each session accompanied by a PowerPoint
presentation.

www.annemassey.ca & www.astrologicallyspeaking.com
Call or text 778.875.8300 or ofﬁce 604.574.9545

S

eminars online with Anne and her colleagues coming
later this Autumn. Lynda Hill on Sabian Symbols,
Chris McRae topics to be chosen, and more...If this
peaks your curiosity, please get in touch. Check the latest
information on Anne’s websites in October.

Certification

ISAR

consulting skills for Astrologers and the
ISAR (International Society for Astrological Research) competency Exam is coming to Vancouver. The
dates (later in 2015) are yet to be determined. If you are interested in learning more check out www.isarastrology.com
and please contact Anne Massey to learn more about this
opportunity.
Chris McRae who is the Vice President of ISAR said that her
involvement with the ISAR certiﬁcation program began 14
years ago —she continues to serve as the Chair— she felt
that as astrologers we should elevate the standards of our
profession and not wait for the Academia to do so. The Competency Exam tests exactly that! No trick questions just
knowledge of the tools of our trade and ability to delineate
charts. Over the past decade the program has been offered in
several countries in South America, Europe, Russia, China in
addition to the States. It is on the schedule for the ISAR conference in Arizona next month, and Chris will be in China a
second time later this year.
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JUPITER IN LEO
by Anne Massey

Anne is a professional astrologer,
visit her websites for the latest
posts, articles and tweets and classes. You can also ﬁnd her on Facebook
AstrologerAnne

In astrology, Jupiter is the
greater beneﬁc, whatever it
‘touches’ expands and grows.
People with a prominent Jupiter are ‘larger than life’—not
just jovial but even physically taller, bigger. Jupiter represents
the expansion principle, promotion and the strength of our
convictions. It can also be the one inﬂuence that we pin our
‘hopes’ on. The repeat pattern with Jupiter is 12 years, so we
had the same energy in play back in Aug. 2002- Aug. 2003
As I was contemplating what to write this time, and what image to use, and ﬂipping through columns I have written about
this topic over the years—I started seeing images of a thermostat or a barometer; I recall the previous Jupiter in Leo summer seasons as sweltering hot (here in southern British Columbia, we don’t really witness a summer each year like we
would love to…).

Timeline: July 17, 2014-August 8, 2015
Jupiter leaves the sign of Cancer, which is its exaltation; so as
astrologers we might overestimate the perks for it… The reality I witness with it, is the fact that the ever-changing Moon
governs the sign of Cancer, so ﬁckle the fates… I am rationalizing the for the next year Jupiter gets its advice from the
more rational Sun and the Sun only changes signs once a
month, so we should have more consistency…
Jupiter bestows good things upon us. There was a reason I
chose such an old-fashioned word—bestow—it implies that
we are presented something valuable and potentially undeserved. Jupiter is a planet of great expectations and represents
growth and expansion. With Jupiter we expect to win the lottery and when that great promotion or the increased income is
bestowed upon us, we feel let-down because we didn’t get
those millions. What Jupiter promises or leads us to believe
this year and what she brings depends on what area is affected
for each sign.
Planets have virtues; meaning assets and qualities. I do think
that part of that virtue is justice, particularly the ethics and our
moral code. Aristotle states Justice is the moderation between
selﬁshness and selﬂessness. The word beneﬁc is about doing
good deeds and being rewarded for that.
Jupiter moves into Leo, the element of ﬁre is nice as it is inspired, generous (Leo), gregarious and back to promising big
things and delivering a little less and less along the lines of our

/Astrologer.Anne
/AstroInsight

Photo by Ritva
Sillanmäki 2012

www.annemassey.ca
www.astrologicallyspeaking.com
expectations. Jupiter as we know is grand expectations, and
in light of the path he has trampled along to get to this
zodiacal position, which has been a bit of a jungle, we
should know that those expectations won’t be fully met.
The price we pay the piper when it comes to Jupiter is less
in Leo than it was in Cancer, because this time only our
egos get bruised not our emotions.
Leo is about romance (the wooing), creativity (the inspiration) and children (the seed we planted), and it is about
having fun. There is typically an upturn with Leo and the
markets, but the bigger upturn might be that despite of
what is going on we as people are going to want to have
more FUN.
Jupiter is about MORE. Jupiter in Leo might have to do
with real estate, gambling, ventures, and he is more likely
to take a risk in Leo than in Cancer. Sometimes speculation
pays off, but do resist the temptation to mortgage the
home to ﬁnance a trip to Vegas, because with Jupiter you
can also loose BIG. Jupiter really isn’t about getting something for nothing, although sometimes we anticipate it that
way, we build unrealistic expectations. Do you realize that
there are thousands of people out there who ﬁrmly believe
their retirement funds are going to be generated by a lottery win, it isn’t even an if for them only a when. Who else
could play you like that but Jupiter?
Jupiter is about giving. Santa Claus, who oddly enough has
his day when the Sun is Capricorn (tropically), is deﬁnitely
a Jupiterian fellow. He doesn’t get but unselﬁshly gives.
Curiously enough St. Nick was a priest, who did good
deeds. We need to remember that Christmas and the festival of the Sun are the two events that were merged into
December 24-25, so that the church could tell the pagans
celebrating the return of the Sun that they were actually
celebrating a religious Christmas.
From a predictive point the shift by Jupiter is likely to bring
about a more positive approach, make people more likely
to have fun and the entertainment industry might boom
with it. People slowly emerging from economic or emotion-
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al hardship want to have distractions. Laughter is good medicine
for most things that ail us. The real estate market might turn up as
well, and the mortgage rates are likely to start climbing up.
Jupiter can be easy come AND easy go; we just ignore the easy go
part. Jupiter in Leo out there in the world is likely to inﬂate the
price of gold (a Sun-Leo ruled precious metal), and the entertainment industry is likely to bring out ﬂashy, big productions for our
watching pleasure. This is just a year, not a really long cycle. Maybe gold coloured cars are making yet another comeback. Be the
colour as it may, the new models are likely to have more luxury
features. Leo loves luxury on any scale—to a Leo their house or
den is always their castle. The Leo’s favourite chair is always more
than a chair it is his/her throne, it may just be a lazy-boy, but it is a
throne; want to test this—try and place a claim on it.
The sign of Leo is also associated with children and while Jupiter of
more and better is in this sign, children’s issues are likely to surface
more prominently. Leo is the sign that likes to claim centre stage,
it does come naturally – I have yet to meet a Leo who did not
know that astrologically speaking they were a Leo.
Jupiter in the same sign is approx. a 12 year cycle, varies a little as
Jupiter spends more time in certain signs than others. So if you
have your 12th, 24th, 36th, 48th, 60th etc. birthday coming up, you
are experiencing a Jupiter return, which traditionally brings in a
good year. Note that as the cycle is actually a little shorter than 12
years, from the 4th return onwards, it arrives prior to the birthday.
With Jupiter you always need to bear in mind, that it’s the great
expectations that tend to dim the reward not that the streak of
luck isn’t there; we simply tend to hanker after more.
Returns of Jupiter are a reset years, the actual connection might
only last a few days, however the inﬂuence is of greater magnitude. Jupiter is about expansion and growth and in a way we get
twelve years to work on it, and then we are off to a new level.
If you are interested in learning more about the Jupiter story for
your life, the Jupiter’s Promise by Stephanie Clement is excellent,
and at $10 not expensive either. You can order it directly from me
via my website. It will arrive via email as a pdf document.
Visit my site www.astrologicallyspeaking.com for a quick look at
what Jupiter might grow and expand in your life for almost 13
months starting with July 17, 2014.

September 2014 ISAR conference in Phoenix Arizona
I am headed for this conference, and will be part of the registration staff as well as manning a table at the Coffee Chats Saturday
morning. There will be another one on Friday affording attendees
the opportunity to chat with the presenters and ISAR representatives in a very informal setting.
Goran Vrakela & Marnie Jamieson will be attending the conference as well. There is still time to register—ﬁnd details at
www.isarastrology.com; a report about it in the next issue of the
Guild News.

Quick Notes

S

uper Moons season is upon us. There are three that qualify. The one in July 12, August 10, and September 8 are
bigger and brighter than usual—about 20% brighter and 14%
bigger. The term originated with astrology but recently astronomers have begun talking about—it is making news broadcasts. The Moon is at perigee during these Full Moons, thus
closest to Earth. Object close to us, such as planets retrograde,
are ’up close & personal’—so these are somewhat more signiﬁcant.

T

he second Eclipse Season is in October. The total lunar
eclipse takes place October 8 at 3:51 PDT at 15 Aries 05;
and the partial Solar eclipse two weeks later on October 23 at
14:57 PDT. at 0 Scorpio 25.

M

ars is picking up pace. In Scorpio from July 26September 13, in Sagittarius from that date until October 26 when he moves into Capricorn until December 4.

A

utumnal Equinox occurs September 22 at 19:29 PDT; the
Sunrise is exactly due East twice a year at the Equinoxes.

Mercury will be retrograde October 4-25, 2014. In the table
below the dates when Mercury is at the degrees of the stations
[twice each] and the inferior conjunction [three times].

d\
dz

@ 2

i 18 04.10 & 10.11 - Rx station degree

@ 23

u 24 20.09, 16.10 & 03.11— New Mercury degree

dD

@ 16

u 45 14.09 & — 25.10 Direct station degree

Mercury crosses the Rx degree the ﬁnal time on November 10.
In the adjacent table are the ingresses for
Mercury for the balance of the year.

Mercury
In 2015 Mercury stations are all in Air signs 31.07 15:46 t
as Mercury spends more than half the year
15.08 9:44 y
in the three Air signs—Gemini, Libra and
Aquarius. Each Air sign gets 66-69 consecu- 01.09 22:38 u
tive days. Therefore the areas of life in each 27.09 15:39 i
chart occupied by an Air sign will be under
10.10 10:27 \u
close scrutiny in 2015.
08.11 15:09 i
Year at A Glance for 2015 is available from
27.11 18:26 o
Anne Massey.
16.12 19:53 p

Fraser Valley Astrological Guild

Guild Schedule for 2014-15

Joan Morton President
astroguild@gmail.com
778-840-2406

Mark your calendars!











VP: Rebecca Garcia
Treasurer Sukhwinder Gadey
skgadey@gmail.com
Secretary Joelle Paleologou
Editor Anne Massey
anne@astrologyguild.com
604.574.9545
Get reminders and updates via
email by sending one to:

November 13, Alison Price ‘Oriental Planet’
December 11, Annual Potluck
January 8, 2015 Rose Marcus ‘Year Ahead’
February 12, 2015 TBA
March 12, 2015 TBA
April 9, 2015 Anne Massey, ‘Why am I here?’
May 14 & 16, 2015 Nina Gryphon w/workshop
June 11, 2015 Tom McPherson
September 10, 2015 TBA
October 8 & 10, 2015 Chris Brennan Hellenistic Astrology

For latest details about the upcoming programs visit
www.astrologyguild.com
Would you like to present a talk, please contact the president via
email or give her a call.

Mailing address: c/- 476 East 17th Ave., Vancouver BC V5V 1B1
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astroguild@gmail.com
You can also receive these via
twitter—simply follow us
Annual Dues
@Astro_Guild
Our annual dues become renewable November 1, each year. We appreciate your support; without it, the Guild would cease to exist. You can renew online or at the meetings, or mail a cheque to the address shown on this page.

Read chats with our presenters
We have set up a new page on our website for interviews and/or chats with our presenters. A new one monthly and
all of the conducted ones listed at www.astrologyguild.com/a-chat-with/
Would you like to contribute content for our newsletter or on our website? Articles and posts do not need to be very long.
500-1500 words describes the length of all articles in this issue.
You might want to contribute to the Beginner’s corner, just a paragraph or two. Do you have a passion for a form of astrology you’d like to write about to introduce it to our readers.
Please contact anne@astrologyguild.com
Publishing dates and deadlines for submission:
Autumn 15° Scorpio November 6; submit by October 18. 2014
Winter 15° Aquarius February 4; submit by January 15, 2015
Spring 15° Taurus May 6; submit by April 15, 2015
Find an astrologer or teacher at www.astrologyguild.com/our-astrologers
Classes and workshops offered by our members can be found on our website with links to additional information on the teacher’s site
Our website is a WordPress blog, which means that our members can comment on the posts, All comments are monitored and approved by
Anne Massey, who looks after the site. In addition to posting comments we are looking for content. Would you like to be a contributor? The
website brings us new members and reaches a wide audience. Please contact anne@astrologyguild.com if you’d like to contribute content

www.astrologyguild.com

